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Do you know what the Constitution ACTUALLY says? This witty and highly relevant annotation
of our founding document is the go-to guide to how our government really works (or is
supposed to work). Written by political savant and entertainment veteran, Ben Sheehan, and
vetted for accuracy by experts in the field of constitutional law, OMG WTF Does the
Constitution Actually Say? is an entertaining and accessible guide that explains what the
Constitution actually lays out. With clear notes and graphics on everything from presidential
powers to Supreme Court nominations to hidden loopholes, Sheehan walks us through the
entire Constitution from its preamble to its final amendment (with a bonus section on the
Declaration of Independence). Besides putting the Constitution in modern-day English so that it
can be understood, OMG WTF Does the Constitution Actually Say? gives readers all of the
info they need to be effective voters and citizens in the November elections and beyond.
Classic Books Library presents this brand new edition of “The Federalist Papers”, a collection
of separate essays and articles compiled in 1788 by Alexander Hamilton. Following the United
States Declaration of Independence in 1776, the governing doctrines and policies of the States
lacked cohesion. “The Federalist”, as it was previously known, was constructed by American
statesman Alexander Hamilton, and was intended to catalyse the ratification of the United
States Constitution. Hamilton recruited fellow statesmen James Madison Jr., and John Jay to
write papers for the compendium, and the three are known as some of the Founding Fathers of
the United States. Alexander Hamilton (c. 1755–1804) was an American lawyer, journalist and
highly influential government official. He also served as a Senior Officer in the Army between
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1799-1800 and founded the Federalist Party, the system that governed the nation’s finances.
His contributions to the Constitution and leadership made a significant and lasting impact on
the early development of the nation of the United States.
"A must-read for this era.”—Jake Tapper, CNN Anchor and Chief Washington Correspondent
An insightful, urgent, and perennially relevant handbook that lays out in common sense
language how the United States Constitution works, and how its protections are eroding before
our eyes—essential reading for anyone who wants to understand and parse the constantly
breaking news about the backbone of American government. The Constitution is the most
significant document in America. But do you fully understand what this valuable document
means to you? In How to Read the Constitution--and Why, legal expert and educator Kimberly
Wehle spells out in clear, simple, and common sense terms what is in the Constitution, and
most importantly, what it means. In compelling terms and including text from the United States
Constitution, she describes how the Constitution’s protections are eroding—not only in express
terms but by virtue of the many legal and social norms that no longer shore up its
legitimacy—and why every American needs to heed to this “red flag” moment in our
democracy. This invaluable—and timely—resource includes the Constitution in its entirety and
covers nearly every significant aspect of the text, from the powers of the President and how the
three branches of government are designed to hold each other accountable, to what it means
to have individual rights—including free speech, the right to bear arms, the right to be free from
unreasonable searches and seizures, and the right to an abortion. Finally, the book explains
why it has never been more important than now for all Americans to know how our Constitution
works—and why, if we don’t step in to protect it now, we could lose its protections forever. How
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to Read the Constitution--and Why is essential reading for anyone who cares about
maintaining an accountable government and the individual freedoms that the Constitution
enshrines for everyone in America—regardless of political party.
Focuses on how biotechnology helps Saskatchewan produce better, hardier plants and
animals; how it improves growing conditions for crops, and how it improves animal and health
care. There are two levels of activities: some for grades 7 to 9, while others are for students in
grades 10, 11 and 12.
Bring history to life for students in grades 5 and up using Understanding the U.S. Constitution!
This 114-page book includes text, questions, activities, and trial tests that explore the three
branches of government, the Articles, and the Amendments. The book also includes a
Constitution test and answer keys.
A starting point for the study of the English Constitution and comparative constitutional law,
The Law of the Constitution elucidates the guiding principles of the modern constitution of
England: the legislative sovereignty of Parliament, the rule of law, and the binding force of
unwritten conventions.

The components presented in this document are general and specific
recommendations for improving instruction about the Constitution, including
revised versions of the seven conference papers. The papers are: "Society's
Expectations for School Instruction about the Constitution: An Historical
Overview" (R. Freeman Butts); "What Youth Know and Believe about the
Constitution" (Karen S. Dawson); "What Adults Know and Believe about the
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Constitution" (Peter F. Nardulli); "Mandates on the Constitution" (Charles J.
White); "Treatment of the Constitution in American History Textbooks" (John J.
Patrick); "Treatment of the Constitution in Civics and Government Textbooks"
(Richard C. Remy); and "Treatment of the Constitution in School-Based NonTraditional Programs" (Mary Jane Turner). The document includes a list of
conference recommendations. (BZ)
Bring history to life for students in grades 6–12 using Exploration, Revolution, and
Constitution! This 128-page book is perfect for independent study or use as a
tutorial aid. It explores history, geography, and social studies with activities that
involve critical thinking, writing, and technology. The book includes topics such as
the land of the Vikings, Christopher Columbus, colonial life, the Boston Tea
Party, and patriots. It also includes vocabulary words, time lines, maps, and
reading lists. The book supports NCSS standards and aligns with state, national,
and Canadian provincial standards.
This is the best and most comprehensive guide to Manhattan's private schools,
including Brooklyn and Riverdale. Written by a parent who is also an expert on
school admissions, this guide has been helping New York City parents choose
the best private and selective public schools for their children for over 20 years.
The new edition has been completely revised and expanded to include the latest
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tuition, and scholarships. It now lists over 75 elementary and high schools
including schools for special needs children.
The Manhattan Family Guide to Private Schools and Selective Public Schools,
Seventh EditionTeachers College Press
Including numerous views, cross-sections, and other diagrams, this entertaining
instruction guide includes careful, scientifically accurate line renderings of the
body's organs and major systems: skeletal, muscular, nervous, reproductive, and
more. Each remarkably clear and detailed illustration is accompanied by concise,
informative text and suggestions for coloring. 43 plates.
In Living the Questions: Dispatches From a Life Already in Progress, Wade Tillett
takes up the question of how to live – not in some abstract sense, but in the
urgent present. Tillett realizes that how to live is a question that each of us is
already asking – and answering – moment-by-moment. These texts offer
surprising discoveries of how we are already inventing solutions to living in
multiple and discontinuous worlds through our daily actions. By examining small
specific pieces of daily life, Tillett explores how we navigate through tentative,
multiple, and often contradictory positions. Among the many situations artistically
explored are visiting a church, narrating a family movie, exposing students to a
nearby school, re-working a found sculpture, taking a licensure exam, attending a
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protest, and waiting for the El. By juxtaposing multiple voices and images, he
attempts to see how, in both method and content, the texts themselves act on the
worlds and lives they describe. Tillett narrates from many perspectives: teacher,
researcher, writer, artist, architect, activist, parent, theorist, and struggling
protagonist of his own life. As such, many readers sharing such roles will
immediately find connections within the book. For researchers struggling to find
workable qualitative methodologies after poststructuralism, the experimental
methods employed here may provide welcome inspiration. However, the book
seems aimed not so much at particular disciplines but at anyone who, like Tillett,
is actively searching for how to live. Anyone involved in such a search will likely
find hope and ways forward in his methods that look at life as we are already
living it.
Understanding the US. Constitution for fifth to twelfth grades helps students become
informed citizens by delving into the history and structure of the U.S. Constitution. This
social studies resource book covers the birth of the Constitution, the branches of
government, the articles, and the amendments. Full copy of the U.S. Constitution and a
sample test are included. Mark Twain Media Publishing Company specializes in
providing engaging supplemental books and decorative resources to complement
middle- and upper-grade classrooms. Designed by leading educators, this product line
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covers a range of subjects including mathematics, sciences, language arts, social
studies, history, government, fine arts, and character.
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